M.Tech RA admission will happen in two rounds. The first round of interviews (VC mode) will be held on 22\textsuperscript{nd} and 23\textsuperscript{rd} June, 2020. Candidates will be called based on GATE score for each round or they should be IIT BTechs with CPI $\geq 8.0$. Further

**Round 1 Eligibility:** The applicant must not have accepted (or confirmed to) an offer from any other participating Institute in COAP, except IIT Bombay itself.

**Round 2 Eligibility:** The number of candidates to be called, if any, will be dependent on vacancies left after the first round, subject to GATE score cutoffs. Further, the applicant must not have accepted (or confirmed to) an offer from any other participating Institute, except IIT Bombay itself.

Round 2 will happen after the 5\textsuperscript{th} COAP round.